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Agenda

Talentia CPM New Features

 Dynamic dashboard 

 Powerpoint add-in

 Excel link

 Archiving
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Dynamic dashboard 

This feature allows you to display attractive widgets based on Cubus views or Excel reports, to quickly inform the user on 
specific financial and operational situations:

 The Cubus widgets can render Cubus views as tables or charts while allowing rerun with desired parameters.

 The Excel widgets can render ranges of cells from Excel reports while allowing rerun with desired parameters.

To change parameters for many widgets at a time, two types of widgets that can be used as global filters are available:

 Timeline widget to be able to change the Period, Business year for many widgets at a time

 Entity widget to be able to change the Economic unit for many widgets at a time

The Dashboard offers two different modes to accommodate user needs:

 The dashboard designer will use the design mode of the dashboard to create or maintain the Cubus and Excel widgets. Widgets of both types can be placed 
inside the same dashboard. 

 The consumer mode will use the consumer mode to display and rerun the widgets.

Depending on the rights granted for Dashboard functionality, a user can be designer, consumer, or 
both

The Dashboard permissions feature manages the rights per each dashboard created
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Dynamic dashboard 

Create an Excel widget

Parameters by selecting values

Events section

Edit mode
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Dynamic dashboard 

Execution mode
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Powerpoint add-in

This feature allows you to create PowerPoint presentations, in which Talentia 

bookmarks can be created. This allows the user to render data contexts, Excel 

reports ranges, named ranges or single cells.

Within this presentation, the user will be also able to use design templates, 

transitions, animations and many other features that are normally included in 

PowerPoint.

The Talentia functions "Presentation settings" and “Presentation execution" use 

contexts (elements of the Repository, data, etc.), defined with a palette in a 

PowerPoint presentation. The generated presentation is downloadable and 

protected if archived.

The "Presentation rights" feature manages the rights per presentation created.
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Powerpoint add-in

PowerPoint settings interface
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Powerpoint add-in

Creating a presentation
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Excel link

Excel link is an Excel addin that allows you to query all the 

elements of Talentia CPM and to update the social data.

It allows you to create Excel reports using specific formulas 

without entering the Talentia CPM product, you just need to 

connect to a folder before setting up the report.

However, it requires an installation as for any Excel add-in.

It is only available from the Office 2021 version of Excel.

For previous versions, the use of the Excel add-in link via 

com is still possible, but it does not include the data update.
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Excel link

To connect, enter the url and the user, then click on 

"Connect", a list of available folders is proposed, 

choose a folder and click on "Connect".

The connection is now established and allows access 

to the elements and data of Talentia CPM.

Setting up the formulas
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Excel link

 Displaying characteristics

 Displaying repository properties

 Displaying currency rate 

 Displaying consolidated data 

 Displaying Dimension and Analysis

 …..
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Archiving

In order to reduce the volume of databases and optimize processing times, Talentia CPM has developed 

a new functionality that allows you to lighten the databases and thus optimize processing times.

The screen is displayed with the name of the "Production" or "Active" database

Create the purge and archive fiscal year to start the process
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Archiving

When the process starts, the following 

message is displayed.

Once the treatment is finished, the new 

database appears when you reconnect.
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